
Update (changes in bold and underlined) - ICL 
Notice - Solas – Antwerp Container weight 
verification 

Starting July 1, 2016 the container weight verification requirement as outlined by the Safety 
of Life at Sea Convention (SOLAS) will begin being enforced. 

Why a VGM? 

The main purpose of the VGM regulation is to make sure that accurate cargo and container 
weights are used for ship loading purposes.  

What is changing for shipments effective July 1st 2016? 

Upon booking you will need to let us know whether or not you can provide the VGM 
information to ICL before VGM closing. If you cannot, then ICL can assist you by weighing 
your container at the ICL Antwerp Terminal.  

In this event, ICL will require that you sign a letter of indemnity authorising ICL to weigh the 
container on your behalf. For this service, a SAF (SOLAS Administration Fee) of 75 
EURO will be charged.   

When is the VGM closing ? 

ICL would like to receive the VGM details from you immediately after loading of the 
container, but latest by 14 hrs on the Monday before Wednesday sailing. The responsibility 
for providing the VGM lies with the shipper on the bill of lading. 

How to determine the VGM? 

You can use 2 Methods: 

 Method 1: The shipper may weigh the packed and sealed container using calibrated 
and certified equipment.  

Or 

 Method 2: The shipper may add the weight of each package stuffed in the container, 
add the packing and securing material and add the tare weight of the utilised 
container.  The method itself needs to be certified and approved by a national 
regulatory body. 

An estimation of weight is not permitted.  The weight obtained by using one of both methods 
needs to be submitted to the carrier.  

 

 

 



Where can the tare weight of the containers be obtained? 

The tare weight of the container is available on the ICL website via lookup or downloadable 
file (www.icl-ltd.com – MY ICL, choose the “SOLAS NOTICE” section) or on the CSC plate 
on the container door. 

How can you submit the VGM? 

No specific format required. 

The preferred methods of communicating the VGM to ICL are: 

 an electronic VGM, for which VERMAS was developed 
 existing EDI connections (electronic shipping instructions) 
 ICL website : 

a) New Users: go to www.icl-ltd.com – MY ICL, click the “LOGIN” tab, then 
‘register as a new user’ to obtain your password. 

b) Existing Users: go to www.icl-ltd.com – MY ICL, hover over the “LOGIN” 
section – click “SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS”. 

 various portals such as INTTRA, GT Nexus, and CargoSmart 
 as a last resort, ICL will accept ‘manual’ transmission via email.  The first 3 months 

this will be free of charge, however as from October 1st, 25 EURO per container 
will be billed.  

 
What happens if your VGM is not submitted upon arrival at the terminal?   
 
A packed container, for which the verified gross mass has not been obtained, will be 
accepted on terminal. If the VGM information is not received before the VGM closing, then 
ICL will NOT load the container on the vessel.  
As mentioned above, you can authorise ICL, at time of booking only, to weigh the container 
on your behalf but the shipper mentioned on the bill of lading will remain responsible for 
declaring the VGM to the carrier 
 
 
How will you know if your VGM has been received? 
 
ICL will be in contact with you in the event that we have not received your VGM. 
However, we would encourage all customers not submitting the VGM via EDI to make use of 
the ICL website for VGM submissions. Please follow the instructions stated above. 
Final closing for the VGM although remains Monday week of sailing at 14 hrs. 
 
 
What if ICL stuffs your material in the container at Antwerp (pier shipments) ? 
 
The stuffing location at Antwerp will weigh the packed container and provide the VGM on 
your behalf. First month (July 1st to 31st) this service will be free of charge. As from 
August 1st, a SAF (SOLAS Administration Fee) of 55 USD will be rolled into your 
Seafreight rate. Your local ICL sales person will contact you to discuss. 
 
Any further information needed? 
 
If you have any questions please contact Chris.April@icl-ltd.com or call +32 3 203 52 68. 
 
Additional background on the legislation can be found on: 
http://www.worldshipping.org/industry-issues/safety/cargo-weight 
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